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About This Game

Become a real master of the free city run with ParkourMan! If you choose the life in motion, here goes the time to change into
the little man and challenge yourself. Perform fantastic tricks and stunts, overcome the obstacles, climb high buildings and never

stop moving. Collect coins and special boosters which will help you to be faster, stronger and even more enduring. Beware of
too high houses and deep holes – you may fall down! Explore different city views and locations, unlock amazing skins for your
character and power its characteristics up. Upgrade your reaction, make good decisions fast and without hesitation, and conquer

this parkour world!

Features:

Parkour simulator
Endless forward movement

Randomly generated obstacles and tracks
Bright and colorful graphics

Interesting boosters as the way to power yourself up
Train your reaction!

Enjoy the freedom in motion with ParkourMan!
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It is my first ever review on steam and I will do everything in my power to help Deathgarden not die a second time.

So, after the huge Bloodharvest update, the game really feel polish gameplay wise, both Hunter and Scavenger.

First off,
Hunter I was expecting it to be jank but suprisingly not. Again it is super polish for an Early access game. The gun feel good,
abilities too.
Hunters are really strong compare to Scavengers some of you might say they are overpowered. But I won't since the game is still
new if I can say that. So I will give myself some time learning the strategies etc.

Savenger are really fun to play as. Their movement is so fluide and feel really good. I played DbD a lot (not 1000h like some of
you) but I found it to be way more enjoyable than DbD. Dont get me wrong I love DbD but it's different. It's a breath of fresh
air and it's good. As an FPS lover I love this game.

I don't really know what to say next so try the game for youself while it's still free and build your own opinion of it.
Hopefully you will like it as much as I do.. Powerful weapons for dead multiplayer.. Awesome game!

While they're still working on it, you san see the potential this game has. The gameplay is an improved version of their previuos
hacker games and I'm really looking forward until I can play more than just one level!. Rage quit, uninstal and done!. I'll give
these guys a thumb up just for the fact that the DLC is free, which is an insane rarity nowadays. Great job, SG!. Lots of pretty
colours in this game! Fun shooter to kill time with.. MORE. TOPPINGS.. A simple pick up and drive game with no bells and
whistles. The main thing is how the driving feels - not easy to program a good "feel," and now with gamepad support the
controls really are fun. Impressive stuff.

My only request, which I think is quite important, is that currently there is no way to drift (handbrake) for corners. It's not a
drifting game and it certainly shouldn't be the focus. But the current controls, with the addition to drift on occasion round tight
corners would be an excellent addition. No need to over do it, but drifing, when necessary on difficult corners would make the
already good feel, excellent.

In summary, it's well worth the money and genuine fun in it's current state. As development is on going it can only get better. I
am very glad I got this gem of a racing game. It's all about the driving, as it should be, no flashy nonsense or annoying
"announcers." Pick up and drive that's it, and that's a big plus in my book.
. This game is EXTREMELY buggy. The support team doesn't help with any problems. And the general game community is
very immature. Other than that, its a great game. If you can get passed all the bugs that is....
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It's a great extention of the game.. I don't normally play this sort of game but as i was in need of something to play i gave it a try,
And very happy i did, It's a little like a Board game with very simply controls so simple that you only need a Mouse and 1 hand,
On the map screen click on a bad guy and then enter battle mode which is just like an old school Turn Based RPG, again simple
to understand control over the battle, just click on icons at the bottom of the screen and that's where the strategy comes into
play, don't think you can just click the same icon over and over to win that will not work.

You have the normal RPG type elements, E.G. Experience Points, Skill Points, Item's to improve skills, etc.

You don't die when beaten in battle, You retrun to the map screen and a ghost version of yourself appears which is called your
"Twin" ingame, you then have to beat your Twin to continue your quest which also helps with leveling up your player.

All in All this game is simple to play but hard to master and if you like this sort of game then give it a go.

Works great on Manjaro Linux:). Not bad but, damn it is hard. The sound effects on the jumping double up from time to time,
no biggie though. I thought it was just a bit too hard early on. Always being shot at means you always have to be in the "flow"
and after a long day at work I find this to just be a bit too stressful.

Again, not bad; I wouldn't tell someone not to get this though so, I guess it is a yes for me.. I love this guy.

Clear and calm voice,takes time to explain how things work.I use to follow S1 for some time until got familiar with C#....so I
bought this for just teh sake of support.

GG keep them coming!. Do you like "walking simulator" style games like Gone Home, Everybodys Gone to the Rapture, or
Dear Esther? If so, you'll probably also ike this game. I am a fan of the genre, and thought that this was right up there with the
titles I mentioned (at least so far). You play as a father looking for his missing daughter by looking for clues in his house, but
you can time travel between several different time periods, and as you do, the house around you also changes. I played through
the first bit of the game, and explored some of the different times, no real spoilers so feel free to watch my video below if what
I described sounds interesting.
https://youtu.be/l98i-UCizAs. There's a real art to coming up with puzzles like this, where you feel like the game has handed
you all the tools you need to intuit the answers to the puzzle in front of you. None of the other games in this series ticked that
box for me. It always felt like I was left guessing or that I was missing some method of solving a puzzle that was never so much
as hinted at.

That doesn't mean the puzzles are simple, but they are simple to understand, which is always a plus. Every new rule makes sense
instantly, and I feel like the knowledge of how quickly a player could grasp them made for stronger puzzle design. There are
only 50 puzzles, but new elements are introduced regularly and I felt like it took complete advantage of the overall concept.

Worth a few bucks if you've bored yourself to death playing the more standard logic puzzles, even if it only lasts a few hours.
. This game is a terrible mess and anyone who has ever bought it deserves a refund. What they did should be illegal. They are a
complete joke and should get in serious trouble. More an more game companies are doing this **** now and it needs to stop
they are just taking our money.. I like the music, graphic and level designs. As a fan of Mario and Rayman, I definitely
recommend this game. What's more, the skin of it is also very adorable.
However, I haven't finished the whole game yet. Just in World two, because some levels need skills. I will get more updated
after the weekend!. This has good potental but my issue is that people don't drop items after they die, that was a thing in
Bomberman so the end 1v1 fight doesn't last too long, there also needs to be a timer as well.
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